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Female voice changer for pc free download

Drum, editing, music composition, composition, editorial, organizer, guitar., use male or female sound, the application of that creates male/female sounds, which you effect Vocal LibraryRobot, girls, boys and gaming, and ChatCreate more or use custom sound settings &amp; extended EffectsDistortion and more compatible programs CSGO. NowModify turns and disguises your voice in any application or
game that uses a microphone to add another dimension of creativity from 'Girl' to 'Alien'. Create audio for online video games, avatars and audio podcasts, disguise for anonymity over radio or internet, change audio for voiceovers and other audio projects. Download Voxal today to add a variety of sound effects in real time and to improve your existing audio files. Get free Voxal voice changer software is
available for non-commercial use at home. If you are using Voxal at home, you can download the free version here. View voice change screenshots &gt;&gt;&gt; The sound transition feature can be applied to existing files, use real-time effects using microphones or other audio input devices. Load and save the resulting chain for sound modification, sound effects library, including robots, girls, boys, aliens,
atmospheres, echoes and much more, create no custom sound effects. Limited Compatible with all existing apps and games, create sounds for characters in audiobooks, export changed sounds to speakers to listen to low CPU usage effects, live will not interfere with other applications that work easily and easy to use, use female or male audio in online games, all compatible with your favorite programs,
change your voice live while you play or chat, easy to combine and enjoy to use custom sounds when playing online with friends Voxal, work with any audio input, CSGO Rainbow Six Siege Steam, SkypeSpeaker games, and more. Use real-time effects, All in One Voice Changer by Alth-Tek is software that allows you to change the sound during a call. This has many applications for content creators or for
all-in-one voice pranks. It's an easy way to adjust your sound and overall there's a novelty that will make the sound of sounds different using the software. What is the main feature of All-in-One Voice Changer? It lets you test the sound before you answer the call to listen to what you look like one can. Import audio or audio so that volume changes and audio files can be recorded in Wav format, the program
can be associated with Skype and can be made using changed audio. The interface is quite basic with a singular slider that allows you to go up and down the field. To identify the graphics of men, women, cats and dragons help navigate the field, one just needs to move the slider to test the pitch they want to change the sound. What is the voice changer? The only change a user can make using the all-in-
one changer is the pitch. There is no other aspect of the sound that can be changed. However, even changing the pitch can change the sound dramatically, and it becomes totally unknown. For character performances or content creation, this can be a great tool to help play different characters. Therefore, using the program, it is not like you will immediately sound like a dog or a cat. But you can sound like a
man or a woman with a different treble. Prank friends just get easy! To make a voice dial with an all-in-one voice changer: The program can be integrated with Skype to make calls using changed voice, one just needs to have a Skype account, and the software will automatically sync with it. There are some options for All-in-One Voice Changer by Alth-Tek: Voxal Voice Changer, Skype Voice Changer Pro,
Fake Voice Changer, AV Voice Changer, MorphVox, and more. Programs like Voxal Voice Changer can help change audio by pitch, echo flange, and other Skype Voice Changer Pro is completely integrated into Skype programs and does not require external programs such as All-in-One Voice Changer to change the sound. However, it is only available in pro/business version programs and is not free.
Other programs such as MorphVox, AV Voice Changer and others also have many unique features and functions missing from this Alth-Tek voice changer software. What are the dangers of an all-in-one changer? The biggest risk of voice change software is that it can be misused by someone to be badly intentional. While usage can be multiple times in content creation, there are many ways that changing
sounds can be misused. This may be why All-in-One Voice Changer does not allow users to export files to play back during a call or while using Skype software. Allow call recording, but that's the functionality of other programs. What is the last word about the All-in-One Voice Changer by Alth-Tek? This application is a simple and fun way to change someone's voice for a prank call, someone creates
different characters using different sounds, try singing with different sounds, or just have one with friends by making a harmless prank. However, if misuse can be risky and can be used for illegal activities, it is best to use the app judgmentally and for fun! It is an interesting audio application which can play online prank calls with your friends. When you talk to your friends through IM tools such as Skype,
Yahoo Messenger or QQ International, it can change your volume in a funny way during a call. You can also use a dubbed tool to extinguish funny videos your way. It can also be used for dubbing funny videos with import/export functions. Supports many popular phone web applications such as Skype, QQ International and Yahoo Messenger All-in-One Voice Changer based on the Skype voice changer of
AthTek software, so they have the same interface. Those who want to prank call a friend will love this software. When you're talking to your friends through the IM tool, you can change your volume in a funny way during a call. Free Trial1.63 MB Download voice changer for voice chat rooms and PC connections to your phone, ideal for Internet users. Change the sound in real time, high quality and natural
sound output into the sounds of others (babies, girls, boys, old men, old women, robots... sounds) by adjusting the volume and timbre levels, making your voice deeper or thinner, male or female, you can have a changed sound output with top secret, safe and funny. AV VCS 3.0 audio changer software with DirectX support is a special application for voice chat rooms (AOL Instant Messenger (AIM), Yahoo!
Messenger (YIM), MSN Messenger, ICQ, Paltalk, Odigo, Trillian, NetMeeting...), voice-enabled instant messaging programs, voice email applications, online voice games (together with Roger Wilco, Microsoft Game Voice...), audio video conferencing and PC-to-Telephone programs (Net2Phone, Dialpad, Go2Call, DeltaThree, MaxPhone...) include media players. What's new in version 3.0, power and
additional features that will make AV VCS 3.0 more perfect: Pitch and Timbre tables for changing audio outputs. Advanced customization for improving your changing tone (young men, old women, boys, girls); Rich in real-time sound effects for making output more reliable in each context (underwater, hall, cave, bolt, monster, ghost, hoarse sound...); Equalizer to increase output quality Recorder allows you
to record all audio streams, including from microphones, CDROM, Line-in from Winamp, RealPlayer, Window Media Player and other chat rooms, write audio messages or convert any music from a CD and record it in a wave file format, then you can. Files you create for email for fun! Voice Changer software is a free trial software application from other subcategories as part of the Audio and Multimedia
category. The app is available in English and was last updated in 2003-03-18. Until now the program has been downloaded 73008 times. Avnex Publishing Ltd. Released on 2003-03-18 English language audio and multimedia categories, other sub-operating systems, Windows file size 1.63 MB download all 73008 license version free trial version for $24.95 Here you can find the changes to the voice
changer software since it was posted on our site on 2015-04-28, the latest version is 3.0 and was updated onsoft112.com 2018-04-04. See the changes in each version below: Our related programs, our recommendations.
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